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Abstract

Interpersonal touch and social support can influence physical health, mental well-being and pain. However, the
mechanisms by which supportive touch promotes analgesia are not well understood. In Study 1, we tested how three kinds
of social support from a romantic partner (passive presence, gentle stroking and handholding) affect pain ratings and skin
conductance responses (SCRs). Overall, support reduced pain ratings in women, but not men, relative to baseline. Support
decreased pain-related SCRs in both women and men. Though there were no significant differences across the three
support conditions, effects were largest during handholding. Handholding also reduced SCRs in the supportive partner.
Additionally, synchronicity in couples’ SCR was correlated with reductions in self-reported pain, and individual differences
in synchrony were correlated with the partner’s trait empathy. In Study 2, we re-analyzed an existing dataset to explore
fMRI activity related to individual differences in handholding analgesia effects in women. Increased activity in a distributed
set of brain regions, including valuation-encoding frontostriatal areas, was correlated with lower pain ratings. These
results may suggest that social support can reduce pain by changing the value of nociceptive signals. This reduction may
be moderated by interpersonal synchrony and relationship dynamics.
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Introduction
Social support can have significant psychological and physio-
logical benefits including reduced disease risk, increased self-
determination and a longer life span (Coleman and Iso-Ahola,
1993; Brown et al., 2003; Uchino, 2006; Yang et al., 2016).
Experimentally, social support has been shown to mitigate self-
reported pain intensity and unpleasantness (Brown et al., 2003;
Master et al., 2009) and to reduce stress-related physiology in
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response to pain and threat (Coan et al., 2006; Sambo et al., 2010).
These effects are likely potentiated in part by touch. Though pain
relief by touch is a well-known phenomenon among caregivers
and medical providers, it has only recently come under rigorous
scientific scrutiny (e.g. Mancini et al., 2014).

Three common types of touch are associated with pain
relief—gentle stroking, massage and handholding. These differ-
ent types of touch have unique peripheral signaling mechanisms
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yet yield potentially similar effects on pain. Gentle stroking
activates C-tactile (CT) afferents, low-threshold mechanore-
ceptors found under the hairy skin (Olausson et al., 2010) that
signal positive affective touch (Pawling et al., 2017). In rodent
models, gentle stroking increases pain tolerance and plasma
levels of oxytocin, a neuropeptide with analgesic and social
bonding properties (Agren et al., 1995). Recent evidence suggests
these findings translate to humans: gentle stroking delivered
via a mechanical device designed to optimally simulate CT
afferents reduces self-reported pain ratings (Liljencrantz et al.,
2017). Massage activates mechanoreceptors sensitive to deep
pressure and may enact pain relief by stimulating nerve fibers
competing with nociceptors (for a review see Wall et al., 1996).
Handholding involves medium to light pressure and primarily
stimulates the glabrous skin of the palm, where there are no
CT fibers. Handholding can increase physiological and neural
synchrony within dyads (Goldstein et al., 2017, 2018) and reduce
pain expression in the brain and in self-reports (López-Solà
et al., 2019). Evidence suggests adolescents undergoing cancer
treatment identify handholding as the most effective coping
strategy for their pain and prefer to hold the hand of a family
member or friend (Weekes et al., 1993). In experimental contexts
with adults, pain relief associated with handholding is more
effective when the support giver is a romantic partner rather
than a stranger (Coan et al., 2006; Master et al., 2009; Younger et al.,
2010; Eisenberger et al., 2011) or a mechanical device (López-Solà
et al., 2019).

Some of the effects of touch are likely due to one’s perception
of the support. Social factors such as one’s familiarity with the
support giver (Gazzola et al., 2012), gender norms (Kirschbaum
et al., 1995), relationship quality (Hennessy et al., 2009) and
attachment styles (Sambo et al., 2010) can moderate the effects
of support on pain and stress (for a review see Krahé et al., 2013).
Though it may potentiate support, touch may not be required at
all. In some cases, the mere presence of a supportive other can
reduce pain ratings relative to pain experienced alone (Montoya
et al., 2004; Master et al., 2009). These various pieces of evidence
converge on the idea that one’s evaluation of the social context
may be the primary determinant of social support’s influence on
health outcomes.

There is a long history of sometimes contradictory reports
of sex and gender effects on pain (for reviews see Chesterton
et al., 2003; Greenspan et al., 2007). Prior to 2007, 79% of animal
pain research was performed in male animals alone (Greenspan
et al., 2007); since then, the field has recognized a critical need to
examine sex and gender effects in pain studies. However, many
extant experiments related to social support and pain recruit
only women as the pain receivers (e.g. López-Solà et al., 2019).
Here, we included men and women in order to assess gender
effects.

Brain data support the notion that affective evaluation of the
social context mediates the effects of social support on pain. The
dopaminergic system in the nucleus accumbens (NAc)/striatum
is critical for stimulus valuation and reward prediction errors (for
a meta-analysis, see Garrison et al., 2013) and is activated during
the offset of pain (Navratilova et al., 2015), opioid analgesia
(Borsook et al., 2010) and placebo analgesia (Scott et al., 2008;
for review, see Wager and Atlas, 2015). Positive social stimuli,
and other elicitors of positive expectations, can increase activ-
ity and opioidergic activity in the NAc/striatum. For example,
Nummenmaa et al. (2016) found that a romantic partner’s gentle
caress increases the availability of μ-opioid receptors in the NAc
and frontal cortices of men. Similarly, López-Solà et al., (2019)
found that activity in several brain regions including the left

ventral striatum mediated the expression of the neural pain
signature (Wager et al., 2013) when women receiving thermal
pain held their partner’s hand. Conversely, negative expectations
about pain may reduce μ-opioid receptor and dopamine receptor
signaling in the NAc (Carlino et al., 2014).

When we better understand how social support impacts the
brain and the body, we will be better able to predict if, when and
how it can be effective for any one person. This study aimed
to improve our understanding of how social support influences
nociceptive processing by investigating (i) how three kinds of
social support between romantic couples (partner presence, gen-
tle stroking and handholding) affect experiences of pain relative
to pain experienced in isolation and (ii) what brain networks are
related to individual differences in the effectiveness of hand-
holding analgesia.

Materials and method
Study 1

Participants. Fifty-one romantic couples (N = 102) in a relation-
ship lasting over 6 months participated together in this study.
Participants were recruited from the campus of the University
of Colorado Boulder as well as the wider Boulder community.
Participants had no history of psychiatric, neurological or pain
disorders and no current pain. The member of the couple who
responded to our participation advertisements was pre-assigned
to be the ‘main participant’ (22 women, age = 27.44 ± 0.84 SE
years). Their romantic partner (30 women, age = 26.41 ± 0.96 SE
years) was pre-assigned to be the provider of interpersonal
support. Fifty couples were straight cisgendered pairs, and one
couple was a lesbian couple (both cis women). Eighty-nine par-
ticipants were White, 7 Latino, 3 Native American, 3 Asian Amer-
ican and 2 African American. Couples had been together for
4.84 ± 0.74 SE years on average and self-reported high relation-
ship satisfaction (mean = 92.45 ± 1.03 SE) on a scale from 0 to 100.
The majority of couples were sexually active (N = 47), monoga-
mous but unmarried (N = 32), living together (N = 33) and with
no children (N = 48). See Table 1 for more information about
participant demographics as well as Supplementary Figure S1
for more information about the couples. All participants gave
written informed consent and were compensated $12 an hour
for their participation. The timeframe of data collection for this
study was Fall 2015–2016.

Study design. After both members of the couple gave their
informed consent, the romantic partner was shown how to
gently stroke a 9-cm area marked on the main participant’s
left forearm so that the velocity and force of the stroking would
match what is thought to be the optimal velocity and force for CT
afferent stimulation; 3 cm/s at 0.20–0.40 N, respectively (Löken
et al., 2009). The pleasantness of this stroking was verified with a
questionnaire called the Touch Perception Task (Supplementary
Figure S2). See the Supplementary Material for a script of what
participants were told before participation.

The experiment involved five task conditions. Each condition
consisted of 10 trials of painful thermal stimulation delivered
in a pseudorandom order to three different sites on the main
participant’s left leg (Figure 1). Moment-by-moment pain inten-
sity ratings were collected from the main participant each trial.
Overall pain intensity and unpleasantness ratings were collected
from the main participants at the end of each condition (for
details of the rating scales, see Supplementary Methods). The
first condition was a ‘Pre-manipulation’ condition where the
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Table 1. Participant demographics from Study 1

Age (years) Gender identity Sexual orientation Ethnicity Average
relationship
length (years)

Average
relationship
satisfaction (scale
1–100)

Main participant 27.44 ± 0.84 SE 22 Women
29 Men

1 Lesbian
4 Bisexual
44 Heterosexual
2 No response

44 White
2 Latina
1 Asian American
2 Native American
2 African American

4.84 ± 0.74 SE 92.45 ± 1.03 SE

Romantic partner 26.41 ± 0.96 SE 30 Women
21 Men

1 Lesbian
5 Bisexual
44 Heterosexual
1 No response

45 White
5 Latino
2 Asian American
1 Native American

main participant experienced the pain stimulations alone, with-
out their partner present. The presentation order of the next
three conditions was pseudorandomized so that there were six
total orders. These conditions were (a) gentle ‘Stroking’ con-
dition; (b) a ‘Handholding’ condition, where the partner held
the main participant’s left hand, specifically holding mostly
the glabrous skin of the palm; and (c) a ‘Present’ condition,
where the partner was present but did not touch or significantly
interact with the main participant. Lastly, the main participant
underwent a ‘Post-manipulation’ condition, where they again
experienced pain without their partner present.

Experimenters. There were three experimenters trained to run
this study, and at any given session two were present. All exper-
imenters were White women between the ages of 18 and 26.

Thermal stimulation. Thermal stimulation was delivered to the
volar surface of the left inner forearm applied using an ATS Path-
way System (Medoc Ltd) with a 16-mm Peltier thermode end-
plate. Heat stimulations were delivered to three sites located on
the participants’ left leg. Skin site selection was fixed a priori
before the experiment and was the same for each person (on
the outer left leg, right below the knee, in the center of the leg
and right above the ankle; see Figure 1A). Each stimulation lasted
12 seconds, with 3.5-second ramp-up and 1-second ramp-down
periods and 7.5 seconds at target temperature. Three levels of
temperature were administered to the participants (level 1, 47◦C;
level 2, 48◦C; level 3, 49◦C).

Physiological recording. Electrodermal activity (EDA) was recorded
from the main participants across all conditions in order to
analyze participant skin conductance responses (SCRs). EDA
was also recorded from the romantic partners during the three
support conditions using 11-mm Ag/AgCl electrodes (Biopac
systems, Goleta, CA) attached to the medial phalanges of the
middle and ring fingers of the left hand at a sampling rate of
1000 Hz. One couple’s EDA data were lost due to a technical
error. The data from 5 additional romantic partners were also
lost due to a technical error, so there are only 45 participants in
the partner skin SCR analyses, while there are 50 participants
in the pain-receiver analysis. Additionally, three pain receivers
were missing data during the ‘Pre’ condition due to technical
errors.

Skin conductance preprocessing and signal decomposition. Skin
conductance analysis was performed using the MATLAB

package, Ledalab (Benedek and Kaernbach, 2010). Raw traces
were downsampled to 100 Hz and then preprocessed with
the software’s adaptive smoothing function, which applies a
Gaussian low-pass filter to the data. Finally, the signal was
deconvolved using a continuous decomposition analysis (CDA).
This analysis separates the traces into continuous signals of
tonic and phasic activity. The ‘phasic’ driving component of the
signal can then be analyzed while controlling for slow, tonic
changes. Event-related responses to stimuli were assessed by
extracting the average phasic activity of SCRs via area under
the curve, occurring within a window 3.5 s after stimulus
onset until 11 s for each trial because there was a 3.5-sec
ramp-up and 1 s ramp-down period for the pain stimulation.
Event-related phasic SCRs were range normalized within each
subject and log transformed. This procedure was done so that
individual variability in the signal magnitude would not bias
further analyses. SCR trial responses were then averaged within
conditions.

Post-experiment surveys. After the experimental session, partici-
pants were asked to complete surveys related to their perception
of touch and interpersonal support in their daily lives. The main
participant completed the Social Touch Questionnaire (STQ;
Wilhelm et al., 2001) where lower scores indicate more liking
of social touch and the Touch Perception Task (Guest et al.,
2011), which was used to characterize how they perceived the
gentle stroking. Both participants completed the Interpersonal
Reactivity Index (IRI; Davis, 1983) which describes one’s
dispositional empathy, the Interpersonal Support Evaluation List
(ISEL; Cohen et al., 1985), which describes one’s perceptions of
social support and belonging in one’s life and how that impacts
one’s stress response, and the TACTYPE (Deethardt and Hines,
1983) which describes one’s attitudes towards touch in their daily
lives, where higher scores indicate a more welcoming attitude
towards social touch.

Model construction and gender effects

A linear mixed effects (LME) analysis of the relationship between
interpersonal support and outcomes in dyads (N = 51) was per-
formed using the lme4 (Bates et al., 2014) package in R (R Core
Team, 2018). Pain reports and painful stimulus-evoked SCRs were
tested as outcomes in separate models. In the pain intensity
model Condition, Gender and their interaction were entered
as fixed effects. Subject intercepts and slopes were modeled
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Fig. 1. Method detail. (A) Study 1 Experiment setup. The main participant was positioned in front of the rating computer. EDA electrodes were attached to the fingers of

their left hand. Ratings were given with their right hand using a mouse, regardless of subject’s handedness. Three sites of the main participant’s left leg were marked

for stimulation. When their romantic partner was in the room, they sat to the main participant’s right and interacted with the main participant’s left hand using their

right hand during the touch conditions. EDA electrodes were attached to the left hand of the romantic partner. (B) Study 1 Paradigm. The experiment involved five task

conditions. Each condition consisted of 10 trials of painful thermal stimulation delivered in a pseudorandom order to three different sites on the main participant’s

left leg. Moment-by-moment pain intensity ratings were collected from the main participant each trial. Overall pain ratings were collected from the main participants

at the end of each condition. The first condition was a ‘Pre-manipulation’ condition where the main participant experienced the pain stimulations alone, without

their partner present. The presentation order of the next three conditions was stratified so that there were six total orders. These conditions were (a) gentle ‘Stroking,’

(b) ‘Handholding’ and (c) a ‘Present’ condition where the partner was present but did not touch or significantly interact with the main participant. Lastly, the main

participant underwent a ‘Post-manipulation’ condition alone.

as random effects. The model was fit by REML, and Satterth-
waite’s method for estimating degrees of freedom was used for
inference (t-tests).

LME Model 1 treated condition as a binary variable, averaging
the Pre and Post sessions into a single ‘Alone’ condition and con-
trasting it against ‘Support’ which is the average of the Stroking,

Handholding and Present conditions (Figure 2A). This provides a
planned within-person comparison of Alone vs Support effects
on pain.

In LME Model 2, we contrast coded all five conditions (Pre,
Stroking, Handholding, Present, Post) to compare the effects of
the different types of interpersonal support. Planned pairwise
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Fig. 2. Interpersonal support decreases self-reported pain intensity in women but not men. (A) Overall effect of support. Social support reduced self-reported pain

ratings in women receiving pain, but not men. (B) Condition comparisons. When conditions were analyzed separately, we find that each support condition significantly

decreases pain reports relative to the Pre and Post conditions in women but not men.

comparison were performed between each condition (Figure 2B).
Subject intercepts were modeled as random effects; Condition
and Gender were modeled as fixed effects.

Model 3 was developed to test for effects of support condition
Order, to check whether effects of interest could be explained
by manipulation order, habituation or sensitization effects. We
tested for order effects by regressing stimulus Order on overall
ratings in a Type III ANOVA with Satterthwaite’s method. Subject
intercepts were modeled as random effects.

To quantify supporteffects on physiological synchrony, the
main participant and partner SCR traces were extracted from
each trial, smoothed (100 point moving average) and then
correlated with one another by calculating the Pearson’s r
on a trial-by-trial basis. These r values were then averaged
within condition for each couple, and the average r values or
‘SCR synchrony’ were compared across conditions. Because
SCR was recorded from the partner only when the partner
was in the experiment room, we could not assess a ‘baseline’
level of synchrony. Therefore, we used one-sample t-tests to
test for the existence of synchrony (r value greater than 0). To
compare conditions, we used an LME model treating the three
support conditions (Stroking, Handholding, Present) as fixed
effects and subject intercepts (support effect magnitude) as
random.

To assess Gender effects, we first report results across Gen-
der on average, including terms for Support by Gender inter-
actions in the model. Gender was treated as binary in this
model because all participants self-identified as gender binary.
If there was a significant interaction, we disaggregated results by
Gender. If there was no interaction, we did not divide the sam-
ple by gender and instead interpreted effects across men and
women.

Study 2

Study 2 comprised a novel re-analysis of a previous paper
(López-Solà et al., 2019); that is, this analysis fit a new model to
different independent and dependent variables from that same
data set. This new analysis was conducted in light of findings
from Study 1 of this manuscript in order to link the behavioral
findings with possible brain mechanisms. Please see the Supple-
mentary Methods for the complete description of all procedures
performed in the full investigation from which we derived
Study 2.

Participants. The study included 30 healthy cis women (mean
age of 24.50 ± 6.65 years) with no history of psychiatric, neuro-
logical or pain disorders and no current pain symptoms, who
were in a committed and monogamous romantic relationship
for at least 3 months. All participants (cis women) and their
romantic partners (cis men) gave written informed consent that
was approved by the institutional review board of the University
of Colorado Boulder and were paid for their participation. All
participants were able to complete the fMRI task and were
considered appropriate for inclusion in the final analysis. The
timeframe of data collection for this study was October 2012 to
June 2013.

Study design. A within-subjects a-b-b-a design was used where
each condition consisted of 8 trials divided into 2 runs per condi-
tion (4 trials each). During condition ‘a’ the participant received
thermal pain (47◦C, 11-second stimuli, 7.5-second plateau tem-
perature) while holding an inert rubber device (squeeze ball);
during condition ‘b’ the participant was holding their partners’
hand (left hand of participant holding the left hand of the part-
ner). After each pain stimulus (trial), participants rated, using a
computerized visual analogue scale (VAS), pain intensity (‘how
intense was the painful stimulus?’, ranging from 0, ‘not intense
at all’ to 100, ‘the most intense imaginable’).

Analysis. We conducted an analysis to identify brain regions
where pain-related activity was predictive of individual differ-
ences in pain report in the Handholding vs Squeeze ball control
conditions. We ran two robust regressions. In one, brain activity
during Handholding was predicted by individual differences in
pain intensity ratings during Handholding. In the second, brain
activity during the Squeeze ball control was predicted by individ-
ual differences in pain intensity ratings during the control. We
compared the slopes of these two regressions to test where brain
activity was more predictive of pain during Handholding. To
conduct a statistical test on the difference of the slopes, we used
bootstrap resampling to draw 1000 samples (with replacement),
selecting all data from a participant as a unit to accommodate
the error covariate structure in the within-person design. We
fit both regression models and compared the slopes of the two
regression lines and used the bootstrap distribution to estimate
P values for the difference between Handholding and Squeeze
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Fig. 3. Interpersonal support decreases pain-related physiological responses in women and men. (A) Overall effect of support. Social support reduced pain-related

physiological responses across all main participants. (B) Condition comparisons. When conditions were analyzed separately in the pain receiver, we find that this

effect is driven by the Handholding condition, where only the Handholding condition is significantly less than the Pre and Post conditions. (C) Romantic partner.

Partner SCRs are higher during the Stroking condition than during the passive Present and Handholding conditions.

ball slopes. This allowed us to test whether the brain/pain cor-
relation was stronger during Handholding than control at a
FDR-correction threshold of q < 0.05.

Note that this is different from, and we believe preferable to,
the more common procedure of correlating the brain differences
for pain-related activity in [Handholding–Squeeze ball] with pain
differences in [Handholding–Squeeze ball]. This type of correla-
tion has several shortcomings. First, it does not directly test the
effect of greatest a priori interest—the relationship between
brain and pain during Handholding. It tests the correlation
between incremental differences in [Handholding–Squeeze ball].
Correlations between behavioral variables and difference scores
([Handholding–Squeeze ball]) are harder to interpret; they can
be driven by correlations in the control condition (Squeeze ball)
as well as the active condition (Handholding). In addition, corre-
lating difference scores is substantially noisier, as the variance
of the difference is the sum of the variances of individual con-
ditions. Instead, we perform a more direct test of whether brain
responses to pain predict pain ratings during Handholding and
whether this effect is stronger during Handholding than control.

Results
Study 1

Interpersonal support decreases perceived pain intensity and
unpleasantness overall. In Model 1, there was a significant
effect of Support (the within-person Alone vs Support contrast;
t(49.03) = −2.40, P = 0.02); participants reported less pain
intensity when receiving Support than when Alone overall.
Regardless of condition, men reported less pain intensity than
women overall (main effect of Gender; t(49.00) = −2.404, P = 0.02).
The interaction between Gender and Support was significant
(t(49.03) = 3.22, P < 0.01); women reported a greater decrease in
pain intensity when receiving Support. We therefore disaggre-
gated by Gender. Planned pairwise comparisons revealed that
pain intensity ratings reported by women were greater when
Alone (Mean = 0.66, SD = 0.20) vs receiving Support (Mean = 0.58
SD = 0.19; t(21) = 4.00, P < 0.001; Cohen’s d = 0.36). There was
no difference between Alone and Support conditions for men
(t(28) = −0.60, P = 0.56).

There was also a significant effect of Support when Model 1
was fit to pain unpleasantness ratings (within-person Alone
vs Support contrast; t(49.00) = 2.16, P = 0.04); participants

reported less pain unpleasantness when receiving Support than
when Alone overall. There was also a main effect of Gender
(t(49.00) = 2.70, P = 0.01), but no Gender and Support interaction
(t(49.00) = −1.15, P = 0.26). See Supplementary Figure S3A for
more details.

In Model 2, there was no main effect of Support (F(4,196) = 1.60,
P = 0.18), but there was a main effect of Gender (F(1,49) = 5.20,
P = 0.03), with men reporting lower pain overall. As before,
there was a significant interaction between Gender and Support
(F(4,196) = 2.98, P = 0.02), and we thus disaggregated by Gender. In
women, each of the three Support manipulations reduced pain
relative to the Pre and Post conditions. Gentle stroking decreased
pain relative to the Pre (Mean = 0.66, SD = 0.23; t(21) = −2.15,
P = 0.04, Cohen’s d = 0.31) and Post conditions (Mean = 0.65,
SD = 0.20; t(21) = −2.83, P = 0.01, Cohen’s d = 0.30). Handholding
decreased pain relative to Pre (t(21) = −2.84, P = 0.01, Cohen’s
d = 0.37) and Post (t(21) = −3.00, P = 0.01, Cohen’s d = 0.37). Partner
presence decreased pain relative to Pre (t(21) = 2.30, P = 0.03,
Cohen’s d = 0.34) and Post (t(21) = −2.36, P = 0.03, Cohen’s d = 0.33)
conditions. There were no significant pairwise differences
between the Support conditions. However, the largest effect
was for Handholding (Cohen’s d = 0.37 in both Pre and Post
contrasts). There were no significant pairwise effects in men
(see Supplementary Table S1 for details).

There was no main effect of Support condition in the
unpleasantness ratings (F(4,196) = 1.78, P = 0.13), only a main
effect of Gender (F(1,49) = 7.05, P = 0.01) and no interaction
(F(4,196) = 0.88, P = 0.47; see Supplementary Figure S3B).

Model 3 confirmed that there was no effect of condition
Order on pain intensity (F(5,45) = 1.04, P = 0.41) nor pain unpleas-
antness (F(5,45) = 0.25, P = 0.94), nor was there an interaction
between Condition and Order for intensity (F(20,180) = 1.44,
P = 0.11) or unpleasantness (F(20,180) = 0.92, P = 0.56) indicating
that the sequential order of the three interpersonal Support
conditions did not influence ratings.

Interpersonal support decreases perceived pain-related phys-
iological responses in women and men. When fit to pain-
related SCRs, as with pain, Model 1 revealed a main effect of
Support (F(1,48.1) = 7.19/equivalent t(49) = 2.61, P = 0.01, d = 0.37;
Figure 3A). Support (Mean = 0.31, SD = 0.11) reduced pain-related
physiological responses compared with Alone (Mean = 0.35,
SD = 0.95). Here, there was no effect of Gender (F(1,47.9) = 1.15,
P = 0.29) and no significant interaction (F(1,48.1) = 0.07, P = 0.79).
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Fig. 4. Interpersonal support induces physiological synchrony related to pain reduction. (A) Synchrony comparison by condition. Three one-sample t-tests revealed that

partner support induced physiological synchrony, on average, within each condition. Pairwise comparisons revealed that synchrony was higher during Handholding

than Stroking. Synchrony during Handholding was nonsignificantly higher than during the no-touch Present condition. Synchrony during the Present condition was a

borderline significantly higher than Stroking. (B) Increased SCR synchrony predicts lower pain ratings. Pearson correlations between pain intensity ratings and average

SCR synchrony within each condition.

Model 2 revealed a main effect of Support (F(4,188.2) = 3.11,
P = 0.02; Figure 3B), indicating that SCRs varied across Sup-
port conditions. This effect was driven by the Handhold-
ing condition. There was no significant effect of Gender
(F(1,47.8) = 1.01, P = 0.32) or Support x Gender interaction
(F(1,188.2) = 0.56, P = 0.70). Pairwise comparisons revealed that
Handholding (Mean = 0.29, SD = 0.13) reduced pain-related
SCR compared to Pre (Mean = 0.34, SD = 0.13; t(45) = −2.11,
P = 0.04, SD = 0.15, CI = [0.00 0.09], Cohen’s d = −0.38) and
Post (Mean = 0.35, SD = 0.11; t(48) = −4.02, P < 0.01, SD = 0.12,
CI = [−0.10–0.03], Cohen’s d = −0.55). Presence without touch
(Mean = 0.31, SD = 0.12) reduced pain-related SCR relative to
only Post (Mean = 0.35, SD = 0.11; t(49) = −2.16, P = 0.04, SD = 0.13,
CI = [−0.08–0.00], Cohen’s d = −0.35). There were no significant
differences among the Support conditions (Handholding vs
Stroking: t(48) =−1.55, P = 0.13, Cohen’s d = −0.25; Handholding
vs Present: t(48) = −1.39, P = 0.17, Cohen’s d = −0.25; Stroking
vs Present: t(49) = 0.39, P = 0.70, Cohen’s d = 0.06), though effect
sizes are largest for Handholding.

Type of interpersonal touch influences physiological responses in
the supportive partner. Applying Model 2 to SCR responses in
the supportive caregivers revealed a main effect of condition
(F(2,83.59) = 11.71, P < 0.01). Pairwise comparisons revealed
that partner SCR was higher during Stroking (Mean = 0.23,
SD = 0.09) than Handholding (Mean = 0.16, SD = 0.09; t(41) = 4.16,
P < 0.01, SD = 0.11, CI = [0.04 0.11], Cohen’s d = 0.85) and Present
(Mean = 0.18, SD = 0.08; t(42) = 3.81, P < 0.01, SD = 0.10, CI = [0.03
0.09], Cohen’s d = 0.68) conditions. There was no significant
difference between the Handholding and Present conditions
(t(41) = −0.98, P = 0.34, SD = 0.10, CI = [−0.04 0.02], Cohen’s
d = −0.20).

Interpersonal support induced physiological synchrony. Partner
support induced physiological synchrony in SCR traces within
each condition (Stroking: t(44) = 2.86, P < 0.01, SD = 0.21, CI = [0.03
0.15]; Handholding: t(43) = 5.71, P < 0.001, SD = 0.31, CI = [0.17
0.36]; Present: t(44) = 5.15, P < 0.001, SD = 0.24, CI = [0.11 0.26];
Figure 4A).

Next, we compared synchronicity across support conditions.
The synchrony LME model revealed a main effect of Condi-
tion (F(2,87.45) = 6.77, P < 0.01). Pairwise comparisons revealed

that synchrony was higher during Handholding (Mean = 0.27,
SD = 0.31) than Stroking (Mean = 0.09, SD = 0.21; t(43) = −3.74,
P < 0.001, SD = 0.32, CI = [−0.28–0.08], Cohen’s d = −0.67). Syn-
chrony during Handholding was nonsignificantly higher than
during the Present condition (Mean = 0.18, SD = 0.24; t(43) = 1.68,
P = 0.10, SD = 0.33, CI = [−0.02 0.18], Cohen’s d = 0.29). Synchrony
during the Present condition was the borderline significantly
higher than Stroking (t(44) = −2.01, P = 0.05, SD = 0.32, CI = [−0.19
0.00], Cohen’s d = −0.43; Figure 4A).

Increased synchrony during Handholding was positively cor-
related with the main participant’s self-reported degree of com-
fort with interpersonal touch in their daily life as measured
by the TACTYPE questionnaire (r = 0.31, P = 0.04, Figure 5). This
relationship between comfort with touch and synchrony was not
found in the Stroking (r = −0.01, P = 0.94) or Present conditions
(r = −0.09, P = 0.53).

Increased interpersonal synchrony was negatively correlated with
pain intensity ratings. Increased SCR synchrony was significantly
negatively correlated with self-reported overall pain intensity
ratings during Handholding (r = −0.32, P = 0.03) and during the
passive Present condition (r = −0.33, P = 0.03). There was a non-
significant negative correlation during the Stroking condition
(r = −0.22, P = 0.14; Figure 4).

Individual differences in interpersonal tendencies and beliefs are
related to the effects of handholding on pain reports. To explore
relationships among the effect of Handholding on pain intensity
self-reports and SCR synchrony with empathic traits, enjoyment
of touch and appraisals of support, we computed a pairwise Pear-
son’s correlation matrix using participant survey data, average
pain reports and SCR synchrony during Handholding. Surveys
with subscales were collapsed so that one average score was
reported per survey (Figure 5). This analysis centered on Hand-
holding because Handholding had the largest effect on pain
reports and physiology. Because this analysis was exploratory,
the significance threshold was set at P < 0.05 and not cor-
rected for multiple comparisons and therefore may be at risk of
increased Type I error. More definitive and adequately powered
analyses of individual differences require substantially larger
sample sizes (e.g. N > ∼300).
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Fig. 5. Individual differences in interpersonal tendencies and beliefs are related to handholding analgesia. To explore relationships among the effect of Handholding

on pain and synchrony with an individual’s empathic traits, enjoyment of touch and perceptions of support in their lives, we computed a pairwise Pearson’s correlation

matrix using participant survey data as well as their average pain reports and SCR synchrony during Handholding. This plot focuses on Handholding because

Handholding had the largest effect on pain reports and physiology. Pearson’s r values are on the top left corner of each plot. Significant correlations in pink. Significance

threshold set at P < 0.05 uncorrected. Frequency histograms are plotted on the diagonal. For the purpose of this plot, the data were z-scored to standardize the range

of data for easier viewing. Legend: PainInt, average pain intensity ratings during Handholding; SCRsync, average couple SCR synchrony during Handholding; RelSatis,

Relationship Satisfaction; STQ, Social Touch Questionnaire; TACTYPE, attitudes about touch; IRI, Interpersonal reactivity index (empathy); ISE, Interpersonal Support

Evaluation.

This analysis revealed the following exploratory correlations,
which provide preliminary support for testing individual differ-
ences in larger samples:

Average scores on the main participant’s TACTYPE ques-
tionnaire, which reflects positive attitudes towards interper-
sonal touch in their daily life, were (i) positively correlated with
their pain ratings (r = 0.32, P = 0.03), (ii) positively correlated
with SCR synchrony with their partner (r = 0.31, P = 0.04), (iii)
negatively correlated with average scores on their STQ (where
negative scores indicate greater liking of social touch; r = −0.62,
P < 0.001) and (iv) positively correlated with average IRI score,
which reflects empathic tendencies (r = 0.32, P = 0.03). To sum-
marize, people who rate high on the TACTYPE, and therefore may
have a more welcoming attitude towards interpersonal touch,
reported more pain during Handholding, had greater SCR syn-
chrony with their partners during Handholding and had greater
empathic tendencies.

Average scores on the main participant’s ISE, which reflects
one’s sense of social support in their daily life, were positively
correlated with average pain intensity ratings during Handhold-
ing (r = 0.30, P = 0.05) and with their average IRI scores (r = 0.33,
P = 0.03). Thus, people who rate high on ISE, and therefore may
perceive their social support network as strong, have greater
empathic tendencies and report more pain during Handholding.
While exploratory, this may indicate that those who feel more
supported by their partner may also be more pain-sensitive or
feel more comfortable expressing pain.

Average scores on the partner’s ISE were positively correlated
with the couple’s self-reported relationship satisfaction (r = 0.38,
P = 0.01), their partner’s ISE (r = 0.43, P < 0.01) and their own
TACTYPE (r = 0.33, P = 0.03). Note, the main participant’s ISE
was also positively correlated with relationship satisfaction, but
this relationship was not significant (r = 0.30, P = 0.11). This
may indicate that feeling socially supported is related to greater
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relationship satisfaction and a more positive attitude towards
interpersonal touch.

Finally, average scores on the partner’s IRI were negatively
correlated with the main participant’s average pain intensity
reports during Handholding (r = −0.38, P = 0.01). Furthermore,
we found that across all support conditions, increased empathic
tendency (measured via the IRI) within the supportive partner
was significantly correlated with reductions in the main par-
ticipant’s pain intensity reports (Stroking: r = −0.40, P < 0.01;
Handholding: r = −0.39, P = 0.01; Present: r = −0.44; P < 0.01;
Supplementary Figure S4). In addition, the partner’s average IRI
scores were positively correlated with SCR synchrony in only
the Present condition (Present: r = −0.44; P < 0.01; see Supple-
mentary Figure S4 for comparison with other conditions). Thus,
receiving social support from a partner with greater empathic
tendency may be related to greater physiological synchrony and
larger effects of support on pain.

Study 2: brain activity relevant to somatic sensation and valua-
tion predicts decreases in self-reported pain intensity during hand-
holding. To better understand how these effects relate to brain
activity, we analyzed the difference in slopes between two robust
regression models (Wager et al., 2005) of data from Study 2. Model
1 predicts pain ratings from brain data during Handholding
trails and Model 2 predicts pain ratings from brain data during
Squeeze ball trials. That is, for each voxel, Model 1 regressed
average participant pain intensity ratings (X1) during Handhold-
ing onto average brain activity during Handholding (y1). Model 2
regressed average participant pain intensity ratings (X2) during
the holding of a Squeeze ball onto average brain activity during
the holding of the Squeeze ball (y2). We then took the difference
in the slopes (Model 1–Model 2). We bootstrapped the slope dif-
ference (1000 samples; participants sampled with replacement)
to assess significance. The final maps were corrected for multi-
ple comparisons at q < 0.05 False Discovery Rate (FDR; Figure 6).
Increased activity during Handholding (relative to holding a
Squeeze ball) predicted reduced pain self-reports (i.e. negative
differences in slope) in the right NAc/ventral striatum, bilateral
primary somatosensory cortex (S1), right inferior parietal sulcus
(IPS) and left medial prefrontal cortex (PFC; see Supplementary
Table S2 for a complete list).

To provide a better description of the effects found in the
NAc and S1, we plotted the subject-wise data from significant
clusters within the NAc and S1 for Models 1 and 2 and included
the slopes and statistics for a biased robust regression performed
within those clusters. This is done for descriptive purposes only
to expand on the effects found from the whole-brain regression.
Statistics yielded from this descriptive analysis are necessarily
biased as we selected significant regions of interested after cre-
ating the whole-brain results map, and therefore these statistics
are presented only to descriptively expand upon the results of
the whole-brain analysis.

Discussion
The results of our two-part investigation indicate that receiv-
ing social support impacts pain perception and physiology and
that the strength of this effect is influenced by several social
variables related to the conception of support, including gender,
empathic traits in the support giver and preferences for social
touch. Receiving social support from a partner reduced pain in
women, but not men. In contrast, pain-related SCRs, which are
less subject to demand characteristics and evaluative biases,

were reduced by social support in both women and men. Though
there were no significant differences across the different types
of support, effect sizes were largest during handholding in both
pain ratings and SCR. Relative to the other touch condition,
handholding may have an anxiolytic effect in the partner: the
supportive partner’s SCR decreased during handholding relative
to stroking, and SCR synchrony was higher during handholding
relative to stroking.

It is possible that the absence of an effect of social support
in the pain ratings of men is related to gender biases in self-
reporting and self-expression (Fillingim et al., 2009; Louie and
Ward, 2010; Paller et al., 2009). Men reported lower pain than
women, but did not show lower pain-related SCRs. They may
be unwilling to report high levels of pain in the presence of
their partners or the experimenters. There is evidence that men
who more strongly identify as ‘masculine’ more often volunteer
for pain experiments and report less pain (Mattos Feijó et al.,
2018). Conversely, women may feel more comfortable reporting
pain or may more often use pain reporting as a social support-
garnering strategy (Chambers et al., 2002). The dissociation in
this study between pain reports and SCRs provides evidence
of an interesting separation between presumably lower-level
nocifensive processes (here, sympathetic autonomic activation)
and higher-level pain reports.

Greater physiological synchrony during handholding vs
stroking may reflect benefits of handholding in participants’
perceptions of support. It may also occur because gentle
stroking is a repetitive motion that stimulates the skin
of the receiver, which may influence SCRs independent
of shared physiological processes induced by the context.
However, the association between increased interpersonal
SCR synchrony and participants’ pain reports suggests that
shared physiology is functionally important for pain. To our
knowledge this is the first experiment to find this effect in
SCR to date; however, other studies have found that synchrony
in heart rate, respiration and electroencephalographic (EEG)
measurements in romantic couples are related to analgesia
(Goldstein et al., 2017, 2018).

One interpretation of the synchrony effect is that when two
people attend to one another, they simulate each other’s affec-
tive state. It is possible that as a romantic partner responds
to the pain-receiving participant’s distress and tries to soothe
them, they reduce their own stress-related physiology because
they are taking an action to help their partner. Their personal
reduction in distress may be simulated by their partner who
then may begin to reappraise the pain as less dangerous. This
cycle of support may underlie pain modification by altering the
threat value associated with the painful stimulus in the pain
receiver. More direct tests of these complex dynamics await
further study. Here, the positive correlation between synchrony
and one’s reported comfort with interpersonal touch in their
daily life may indicate that the benefits of interpersonal touch
are related to how one conceptualizes touch: people who desire
social touch and evaluate it as pleasing and safe benefit more
from it.

In the brain, individual differences in the effectiveness
of handholding analgesia were related to activity within
frontostriatal valuation pathways and brain regions involved in
somatic sensation and action. Participants with greater striatum
activation during handholding reported less pain on average.
The striatum is associated with reinforcement learning and
is a critical brain region for stimulus evaluation. Activation
of the striatum during handholding might reflect a positive
appraisal of the social context, and this appraisal may interact
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Fig. 6. Brain regions that predict decreased pain self-reports during handholding. Two robust regressions were fit on data from Study 2. In one, brain activity during

Handholding was predicted by individual differences in pain intensity ratings during Handholding. In the second, brain activity during the Squeeze ball control was

predicted by individual differences in pain intensity ratings during the control. We compared the slopes of these two regressions to test where brain activity was

significantly more predictive of pain during Handholding. This analysis revealed negative correlations with pain during Handholding—indicative of pain-regulation

or other competing processes—in the right nucleus accumbens (NAc)/ventral striatum, bilateral primary somatosensory cortex (S1), amygdala (Amyg), right inferior

parietal sulcus (IPS) and medial PFC. NAc and medial PFC have all been associated with pain valuation and meaning, amygdala with pain affect and somatosensory

cortex with social touch-related pain reduction in previous studies. Breakout scatter plots of select ROIs are pictured for descriptive purposes only.

with the pain representation in a way that mitigates the danger
associated with the painful stimulus. This finding is consistent
with evidence that NAc/striatum-dependent reward processing
is related to pain reductions when one is reminded of a support-
ive context (Younger et al., 2010) and during placebo analgesia
(Scott et al., 2008). In this way, social support may influence
one’s pain experience by altering one’s ‘top-down’ expectations
about pain.

Some of the activity in brain regions related to somatic sen-
sation and action (right S1 and right IPS) was contralateral both
to the hand being held and to the arm being stimulated by the
painful thermode. Activity in S1 is commonly implicated in pain
experiencing (Wager et al., 2013), typically in relation to the site
of painful stimulation. Activity in the IPS has been shown to be
related to proprioceptive space with respect to the hands and
activates with hand-specific tactile input (Binkofski et al., 1998;
Avillac et al., 2005; Culham et al., 2006). Makin et al. (2007) propose
that the anterior IPS integrates multisensory information to
represent immediate space around the hand. It is possible that
evaluative processing interacts with somatic representations of
handholding or of the pain site (left forearm) to alter the ‘embod-
ied’ value of painful stimulus (Niedenthal, 2007; Niedenthal and
Barsalou, 2009; Seth, 2013) or that attention to the space around
the hand gives higher weighting to the supportive context and
in this way diminishes the danger associated with the painful
stimulus.

The pain experience is constructed in the brain through
the integration of nociceptive input with cognitive and affec-
tive information (for a review, see Reddan and Wager, 2018,
2019). Social support may influence pain by signaling concepts
of safety that integrate with the pain experience and alter its

valuation. Supportive touch may have dual ‘bottom-up’ and ‘top-
down’ paths by which it influences pain signaling, where both
the peripheral mechanisms of touch as well as conceptualiza-
tions of safety interact with the nociceptive input. Handholding
is one such clear social signal of safety and care.

Supportive touch provides an important window into both
the sensory and motivational–affective dimensions of pain per-
ception that are likely to be influenced by psychological pro-
cesses. Advancements in our basic scientific understanding of
these interactions will elucidate how social context impacts
motivational brain systems and health and will broaden our
understanding of the biology of cooperation, affection and com-
passion.

Supplementary data
Supplementary data are available at SCAN online.
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